
INT. GLENLOCKET SCHOOL CLASSROOM 11:25AM

Mrs Dee is lecturing to the class about combining chemicals

and their chemical reactions. Meanwhile Damien, Nick,

Jasmine and Ashley are sitting across from Mrs Dee in the

middle row of the class paining no attention to Mrs Dee.

MRS DEE

So in chemistry there are a number

of chemical equations that help us

to understand how chemicals mix and

bond together who can name a

chemical equation?

Mrs Dee looks around the classroom. Julie raises her hand.

MRS DEE

Yes Julie

JULIE READ

Sodium plus carbon makes sodium

carbonate

MRS DEE

That is correct Julie!

MRS DEE

Sodium carbonate is actually known

mostly as chalk in the places like

the white cliffs of Dover in

southern England which actually....

The sound of Mrs Dee’s voices echoes as Damien and the

others talk among themselves.

Damien whispers to Nick sitting next to him.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Psst, Nick

NICK BROOKS

Yeh mate

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

This lesson is so boring, I know

science is cool but why does Mrs

Dee make it so boring?

Ashley turns around

ASHLEY MOORE

You two be quiet or you’ll get us

all in trouble.
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DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Don’t worry Ash she won’t notice

she’s too busy boring us to death.

A moment of silence came, as Damien looks up to hear Mrs Dee

call Damien’s name.

MRS DEE

Damien MacDrake?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Uh, yes miss?

MRS DEE

What is the chemical symbol for

oxygen?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Um, 02 miss

MRS DEE

Okay then Damien come and write the

chemical equation for water on the

board

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

But Miss I’m sure Julie would love

to write on the board instead.

MRS DEE

Do not get smart with me Damien

come and write on the board, I’m

sure someone with your love for

science can easily write a simple

chemical equation.

Rolling his eyes Damien gets up from his desk and walks

calmly and confidently to the front of the room towards Mrs

Dee standing in front of the board. A sudden voice murmurs

in Damien’s head.

ALIEN AI

Damien?

Damien ignores the voice and continues walking toward the

board.

ALIEN AI

Damien?

Damien once again ignores the voice shaking his head and

reaches the board. Damien takes the pen from Mrs Dee and

writes on the board announcing his writing out loud to the

class.
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DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Hydrogen plus oxygen makes water

or, H2 plus 02 makes H20

MRS DEE

Well done Damien.

DAMIEN TURNS TO RETURN THE PEN TO MRS DEE WHEN HE HEARS

LAUGHING AND THE VOICE AGAIN.

ALL CLASS

Hahahahaha

ALIEN AI

Listen to them, they think your

weak, pathetic isn’t it, don’t you

want to show them what we do to

bullies.

Damien shakes his head in denial

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

My friends would never laugh at me,

they would never hurt me, they

would never....

Damien feeling very dizzy shakes his head frantically and

falls to the fall. The class and Mrs Dee all rush over to

Damien.

INT. GLENLOCKET SCHOOL CLASSROOM 12:00PM

Damien regains consciousness hearing Mrs Dee voice echo

around him.

MRS DEE

Damien, Damien, can you hear me?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Uh... Um What happened?

Damien sits up

MRS DEE

Oh thank heavens, you passed out on

us for a second , are you Okay?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Yeh I’m fine, I heard a voice and

then...

The voice returned in Damien’s ears
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ALIEN AI

Rise and shine, the shows about to

begin.

Damien grabs his belly, feeling a very tight pain

MRS DEE

You okay, did you hurt you belly

when you fell?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

I don’t think so, but it really

hurts.

MRS DEE

Don’t worry I’ll get the nurse and

we shall get that seen to.

Suddenly the high pitched bell of the fire alarm goes off.

MRS DEE

Of all the times to go off. Right

everyone make your way to the fire

exit, calmly and quietly. Ashley,

Nick, Jasmine get Damien outside

for me please, I have to help

everyone else outside.

NICK BROOKS, ASHLEY MOORE, JASMINE

OAKLEY

Yes miss!

Mrs Dee and the others leave the room. Ashley, Jasmine and

Nick try to help Damien up.

JASMINE OAKLEY

Com’on you no time for lying around

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

I’m a going , I’m a going

Damien stands with Ashley and Nick holding him up,on either

side.

The voice returns again. Whispering in Damien’s head

ALIEN AI

Your mine now.

Feeling more pain Damien falls to floor leaving Nick and

Ashley towering over him.
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ASHLEY MOORE

Damien are you okay?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

(Panting) Can’t you hear it?

NICK BROOKS

Hear what man?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

a voice, a whispering voice.

NICK BROOKS

God, you must of hit your head

harder than I fought, come on let’s

get you out of here, before they

come searching for us.

ASHLEY MOORE

It is only a practice fire drill

Damien still on the ground screams a painful cry

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Oowww, get out of my head!

Damien rolls over to him front, kneel on his hands and knees

crying out painful cries. Suddenly Damien stops

NICK BROOKS

Mate you okay?... mate?

No reply

Okay now your starting to freak me

out man.

JASMINE OAKLEY

Me too, Damien are you feeling

okay?

No answer.

ASHLEY MOORE

Do you think he is in shock from

the collapse.

NICK BROOKS

Clearly he must of hit his head

pretty hard. Let me try again

Damien you gonna get up now?

Damien slowly turns his head towards the others.
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JASMINE OAKLEY

Okay this isn’t funny Damien.

ASHLEY MOORE

Yeh Damien not cool.

Damien starts to chuckle.

NICK BROOKS

This ain’t funny man.

Damien faces the others.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

Oh, I’m sorry Damien cannot come to

the phone right now.

NICK BROOKS

What the fuck?

ASHLEY MOORE

Damien?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

I am afraid Damien is no longer

with us. You see I have control of

him now.

Damien stands to his feet.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

For you see I am...

Damien shakes his head

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Guys I don’t have much time, you

need to get out here!

NICK BROOKS

Uh... Why. What’s going on.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

No time to explain just get out of

here!

Damien shakes his head again.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

Do not interrupt! So where was I,

as yes, as I was saying I am....

Damien falls to the ground shaking his head.
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DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Get out of my head!

INT. GLENLOCKET SCHOOL CLASSROOM 12:20PM

Damien looks down at his head to see his left hand was

covered in metal.

ASHLEY MOORE

Um Damien what is that on your

hand?

Damien frantically covers his hand with his sleeve.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

It’s nothing!

DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

Now now, Damien don’t lie to the

girl.

Damien starts sweating intensively as the metallic spots

spread up to his arm.

Ashley, Jasmine and Nick feel nervous steeping back from

Damien.

NICK BROOKS

You gonna tell us what’s going on

with you now?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Wha... What are you still doing

here, get out, go outside with

everyone else, I’ll be fine.

ASHLEY MOORE

This doesn’t look fine.

Ashley pulls his sleeve up. Damien looks Ashley in the eye,

sweating frantically.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Ash please, You need to leave!

ASHLEY MOORE

No tell me, what is going on with

you?

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Ok, ok, uh um it’s hard to say

this.
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DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

Where is you manners boy.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Shut it you.

Couple of days ago I found this box

in a creator.

And it gave me some sort of power,

and.

ASHLEY MOORE

Don’t. Don’t you dare give me that

alien bullshit again.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

No, ash please it’s true, I,

I......

Damien suddenly starts shaking violently as his body starts

changing in size as the skin turns to metal.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Ah, Oowww!

Damien cries out in pain. Ashley moves back slightly feeling

scared from Damien’s movement.

ASHLEY MOORE

Damien?... Oh God.

Nick and Jasmine backed up far enough to be beside the door

NICK BROOKS

Ashley what’s going on?

ASHLEY MOORE

I don’t know he’s shaking, his skin

is....

Damien with the Ai controlling grabs Ashley’s arm.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

Don’t be afraid, I have been set

free. Free to show the world pain

and misery.

Ashley kicks Damien in the face.

ASHLEY MOORE

You are not Damien, so who are you?

Turning angrily and robotic voice spills from Damien.
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DAMIEN MACDRAKE/ ALIEN AI

We. We are the great destruction of

the universe.

Ashley moves back terrified.

ASHLEY MOORE

Your insane! Damien I know your in

there, snap out of it!

Damien shakes his head violently.

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

Ash go, I can’t hold him off, for

long.

ASHLEY MOORE

No I won’t leave you!

DAMIEN MACDRAKE

I SAID RUN!

Ashley and the other turn and run towards the door to hear

behind a series of mechanical/ robotic noises.

EXT. GLENLOCKET SCHOOL CAR PARK- 12:25PM

Ashley, Nick and Jasmine rushed outside to meet with all the

other school kids and teachers. Mrs Dee calls out to them.

MRS DEE

Miss Moore over here!

They all rush over to Mrs Dee.

MRS DEE

Where is Damien?

ASHLEY MOORE

He....He...

MRS DEE

What is wrong?

NICK BROOKS

He’s still in there Miss.

MRS DEE

What! Why didn’t you bring him

outside with you?
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JASMINE OAKLEY

He...He’s

MRS DEE

Can someone please explain what’s

going on?

ASHLEY MOORE

He...He’s a monster?

MRS DEE

Now Ashley don’t tell stories?

JASMINE OAKLEY

It’s true! She’s telling the truth.

MRS DEE

Is this one of your so called

pranks?

NICK BROOKS

No miss he’s changed, he told us to

run and.. and

A giant silhoutte bursts through the roof of the school

building.

MRS DEE

(Screams)

ASHLEY MOORE

He’s loose!

Julie rushes over.

JULIE READ

What are you dweebs screaming

about... what the (screams)

Julie runs away.

Damien now a gigantic robot smashes through the school

building, destroying the classroom roof.

MRS DEE

Everyone RUN!

Mrs Dee runs away with rest of school. Damien in robot form

looks over to see the school running away and dashes over

slamming the building apart.
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DAMIEN ROBOT FORM

Humanoids detected, Maximum

incineration!

Damien robot form pumps his cannon arm and fires a huge

laser at the school crowd.


